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ABSTRACT
We report a discovery of z = 4.72 radio galaxy, HSC J083913.17+011308.1, by using the Lyman
break technique with the Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Survey (HSC-SSP) catalog for VLA
FIRST radio sources. The number of known high-z radio galaxies (HzRGs) at z > 3 is quite small to
constrain the evolution of HzRGs so far. The deep and wide-area optical survey by HSC-SSP enables us
to apply the Lyman break technique to a large search for HzRGs. For an HzRG candidate among pre-
selected r-band dropouts with a radio detection, a follow-up optical spectroscopy with GMOS/Gemini
has been performed. The obtained spectrum presents a clear Lyα emission line redshifted to z = 4.72.
The SED fitting analysis with the rest-frame UV and optical photometries suggests the massive nature
of this HzRG with logM∗/M⊙ = 11.4. The small equivalent width of Lyα and the moderately red
UV colors indicate its dusty host galaxy, implying a chemically evolved and dusty system. The radio
spectral index does not meet a criterion for an ultra-steep spectrum: α3251400 of −1.1 and α
150
1400 of −0.9,
demonstrating that the HSC-SSP survey compensates for a sub-population of HzRGs which are missed
in surveys focusing on an ultra-steep spectral index.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Corresponding author: Takuji Yamashita
takuji.yamashita@nao.ac.jp
Observations and numerical studies suggest that feed-
back effects from radio galaxies (RGs) can play a key role
on the evolution of galaxies by regulating star forma-
tion (e.g., Croton et al. 2006; Wagner, & Bicknell 2011;
Fabian 2012; Morganti et al. 2013; McNamara et al.
2005). It is important to describe the number densities
of RGs along the cosmic time up to the early Universe
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for understanding the evolution of galaxies and ac-
tive galactic nuclei (AGNs). In particular, high-z RGs
(HzRGs) at z > 2 represent a key population to reveal
the formation of massive galaxies and massive galaxy
clusters (Miley & De Breuck 2008), because the stellar
mass of HzRGs is typically as massive as> 1011M⊙ even
at z > 3 (Seymour et al. 2007; De Breuck et al. 2010)
and the gas metallicity of HzRGs at z > 3 exceeds
the solar metallicity (Nagao et al. 2006; Matsuoka et al.
2009). The most massive galaxies could be rapidly
formed before z ∼ 3 (e.g., Pe´rez-Gonza´lez et al. 2008).
The number density of RGs moderately increases up to
z ∼ 1 − 2 and is believed to abruptly decline at the
HzRG regime at z = 2 − 3 (Dunlop & Peacock 1990;
Rigby et al. 2015). At z > 3, the number density of
HzRGs is not well constrained due to a dearth of sam-
ples, except a small number of known radio-loud quasars
(Ban˜ados et al. 2015).
HzRGs have been historically discovered by using a
radio spectral index. HzRGs are empirically known
to show an ultra-steep spectrum (USS), which is com-
monly defined as a spectrum with a radio spectral in-
dex α of < −1.3 (De Breuck et al. 2000a; Saxena et al.
2018a, 2019). The USS selection is based on an idea
of a steepening radio spectrum with frequency and red-
shifting (e.g., Carilli & Yun 1999; Morabito & Harwood
2018). The technique using USS was successfully es-
tablished and is an efficient method to find a lot of
HzRGs (De Breuck et al. 2000a). The z = 5.19 HzRG,
TN J0924−2201, had been discovered with the USS
technique and had been the most distant known HzRG
record in the past two decades (van Breugel et al. 1999).
Recently, Saxena et al. (2018b) broke the redshift record
and discovered a z = 5.72 HzRG, TGSS J1530+1049,
using the USS technique.
However, a small number of z > 4 HzRGs without
USS has been discovered: non-USS HzRGs at z = 4.42
(VLA J123642+621331, Waddington et al. 1999) and
z = 4.88 (J163912.11+405236.5, Jarvis et al. 2009) were
discovered out of radio-detected but very faint objects
in optical and near-infrared, respectively. The spectral
indices of these two HzRGs are −0.94 between 1.4 GHz
and 8.5 GHz and −0.75 between 325 MHz and 1.4 GHz,
respectively. Their radio morphologies are compact and
must be associated with an AGN. Klamer et al. (2006)
indicated that no HzRGs selected based on USS show
a curvature in gigahertz spectra. These facts suggest
the known HzRGs are a tip of the iceberg. There-
fore the true spectral index distribution in HzRGs is
unclear. The present biased sample of HzRGs toward
USS could lead to misunderstandings of the number den-
sity of HzRGs and underlying radio luminosity functions
(Jarvis & Rawlings 2000; Jarvis et al. 2001; Yuan et al.
2016, 2017).
Finding HzRGs without relying on the USS tech-
nique is now possible by using the Lyman break tech-
nique on deep optical imaging (e.g., Steidel et al. 1996).
Great advances of instruments capable deep imag-
ing surveys in wide fields enable us to identify very
faint and rare objects such as HzRGs. A search for
HzRGs using the Lyman break technique will provide
a uniform HzRG sample without biases of radio spec-
tral indices. Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic
Survey (HSC-SSP, Miyazaki et al. 2018; Aihara et al.
2018a; Komiyama et al. 2018; Kawanomoto et al. 2018;
Furusawa et al. 2018) is one of the most suitable pro-
grams for this purpose. The Lyman break technique
for HSC-SSP photometric objects was successfully ap-
plied to search for high-z galaxies (Ono et al. 2018;
Harikane et al. 2018; Toshikawa et al. 2018) and high-
z quasars (e.g., Akiyama et al. 2018; Matsuoka et al.
2016, 2018a,b, 2019) In this paper, we report a dis-
covery of z=4.7 HzRG, HSC J083913.17+011308.1
(hereafter HSC J0839+0113), found out of a pilot
survey sample using Subaru HSC and an archival ra-
dio catalog. This survey is part of ongoing project,
WERGS (Wide and Deep Exploration of RGs with
Subaru HSC; Yamashita et al. 2018). This paper is
the third in a publication series of WERGS, which fol-
lows Yamashita et al. (2018) and Toba et al. (2019)
and precedes Ichikawa et al. submitted. Through-
out this paper, all magnitudes are presented in the
AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) and are corrected for
Galactic extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998). We use the
CModel photometry for HSC data (Abazajian et al.
2004). We use a flat ΛCDM cosmological model with
H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1, and ΩM = 0.30. Using this
cosmology, at z = 4.7 the age of the Universe is 1.2 Gyr
and 1′′ corresponds to 6.5 kpc.
2. SELECTION
We utilized the 1.4 GHz radio continuum catalog of
the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm sur-
vey (FIRST, Becker et al. 1995) with Very Large Array
(VLA). FIRST surveyed the area of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS York et al. 2000) and thus entirely
covers the HSC-SSP survey fields with a spatial resolu-
tion of 5.′′4. We only used radio sources with a peak flux
of greater than 1 mJy and a side lobe probability1 of
less than 0.05 in the final release catalog (Helfand et al.
2015).
In order to identify optical counterparts of FIRST
sources, we used a forced photometry catalog in the
wide-layer of the internally released version, S16A
Wide2, of HSC-SSP (Aihara et al. 2018b). The forced
photometries were performed for each image using
position and shape parameters determined in a ref-
erence band. The order of the priority bands as
a reference band is irzyg according to its signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) approximately (see Bosch et al.
1 The side lobe probability is a measure of a likelihood that a
source is a spurious detection near a bright source.
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2018, for more details). Only unique object that
has been deblended and photometried based on i-
band was selected by flags, detect_is_primary and
merge_measurement_i, in the HSC-SSP database. Fur-
ther, we imposed the following criteria on objects: in
i, r, and z-bands, an object is not affected by cos-
mic rays (flags_pixel_cr_center), not saturated
(flags_pixel_saturated_center), and not at the edge
of a CCD or a coadded image (flags_pixel_edge for re-
moving); in i and z-bands, there are no problems in pho-
tometries (cmodel_flux_flags, centroid_sdss_flags);
the number of visits at an object position (countinputs)
is greater than or equal to 4 (6) for the g and r (i
and z) bands to ensure a certain observing depth. We
have cross-matched between the FIRST sources and
the HSC-SSP sources with a search radius of 1′′. This
search radius was set to balance between contamination
and completeness, where the estimated contamination
by chance coincidence is 14% (see Yamashita et al. 2018
for the details).
Out of 4725 matched sources, 16 sources were selected
as r-dropouts with S/N > 5 in z-band, which meet the
following color criteria which are the same ones as those
of Ono et al. (2018):
rAB − iAB> 1.2 (1)
iAB − zAB< 0.7 (2)
rAB − iAB> 1.5 (iAB − zAB) + 1.0 (3)
The objects further should be not detected in g band
or gAB > rAB. These r-dropouts are candidates of
HzRGs at z ∼ 5 (Figure 1). HSC J0839+0113 was se-
lected out of them according to the brightness (zAB <
25) and the visibility for a follow-up observation with
GMOS/Gemini (see the next section). HSC J0839+0113
has a FIRST 1.4 GHz flux of 7.17±0.14 mJy (see also
Table 1). Its HSC images and FIRST radio continuum
are displayed in Figure 2. The obvious dropout at r-
band is seen. The apparent size in the FIRST image is
approximately a point source (FWHM = 6.′′25 × 5.′′30),
as seen in high-z radio sources. There are no other HSC
sources within the FIRST beam.
3. SPECTROSCOPIC REDSHIFT AND
PHOTOMETRIC DATA
3.1. Spectroscopic Follow-up Observation
A long slit spectroscopy was performed for HSC
J0839+0113 using GMOS mounted on the Gemini South
telescope on 2018, February 21 (Program ID: GS-2017B-
FT-17, PI: T. Yamashita), in order to obtain its spec-
troscopic redshift. We used the OG515 filter and the
R400-G5305 grating blazed at 8300 A˚. The slit width
was set to be 1.′′0. The spectral resolution is approx-
imately 8 A˚, which corresponds to 290 km s−1. The
spectral coverage was typically 6700 – 10000 A˚. The
position angle was set to be 32.56 degree East of North.
A total of 7 × 1030 seconds exposures were obtained.
Figure 1. Color-color diagram for selecting HzRG can-
didates at z ∼ 5. The candidates are denoted by the red
circles and are inside the color selection criteria (black lines,
Ono et al. 2018). One candidate is out of the y-axis range.
The cyan star represents HSC J0839+0113. The magenta
circle denotes the colors of the known HzRG at z = 5.2,
where used filters were slightly different from HSC’s ones
and y-axis is a lower limit (Overzier et al. 2006). The blue
line indicates the color track of a star-forming galaxy model
produced with a stellar synthesis code of Bruzual & Charlot
(2003). The model assumes an instantaneous-burst model
with an age of 25 Myr, the solar metallicity, the IGM ab-
sorption of Madau (1995), and Lymanα emission with a rest-
frame equivalent width of 1180 A˚ and an observed frame
FWHM of 1530 km s−1 (the most large equivalent width
case in z > 2 HzRGs of Roettgering et al. 1997). The
squares on the track mark redshifts of 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, and
5.5. The black dots show low-z RGs in the WERGS sample
(Yamashita et al. 2018). The green vector shows the extinc-
tion vector of AV = 1 (Calzetti et al. 2000).
Bias frames, flat-fields, CuAr arcs, and standard star
Hiltner 600, were also taken for calibration. The seeing
of the observation was 0.′′99.
Data reduction was carried out using the Gem-
ini/GMOS IRAF package. Object frames were bias-
subtracted and flat-fielded. The wavelength calibration
for the object frames was performed using reduced arc
frames. After removing cosmic rays, subtracting sky
lines, and flux calibration using the spectrophotomet-
ric standard star (Hiltner 600), the object frames were
combined with median stacking. A 1D spectrum was
extracted with an aperture of 1.′′9.
Lyα λ1216 emission line is significantly detected at a
peak of 6957 A˚ in the spectrum (Figure 3). The red-
shifted Lyα corresponds to a redshift of 4.723 ± 0.001.
The characteristic asymmetric profile of this emission
line (see the right panel of Figure 3) and the r-dropout
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Figure 2. The postage stamp images of HSC J0839+0113. From top left to bottom right, the Subaru HSC grizy and
VIKING ZY JHKs images shown with a width of 8′′, and subsequently the WISE W 1W 2 and FIRST 1.4 GHz images with
a width of 20′′. Two frames of VIKING J-band, denoted by J-A and J-B, respectively, are shown and the results of SED
fitting with each J-band photometries are discussed in Section 4.2. North is upward and east is to the left. There are no other
optical/near-infrared sources within the FIRST detection region (FWHM ∼ 6′′). The infrared counterparts in both W 1 and
W 2 are not detected. Circles with an equivalent diameter of 6′′to the apparent size in the FIRST image serve as a guide to the
eye.
of this object credibly support that this line is the red-
shifted Lyα, although any other lines were not identi-
fied in this spectrum. Continuum is also detected at the
redder part than the Lyα line while is not detected in
the bluer part, which is consistent with Lyα break at
this redshift. The 2D spectrum shows an extended Lyα
of 1.′′3, which corresponds to 8.4 kpc. This extended
Lyα is approximately equivalent to a deconvolved size
of 7.6 kpc in the 1.4 GHz image produced by the FIRST
survey project (Helfand et al. 2015).
3.2. SED Fitting Analysis
We estimate a stellar mass of this HzRG by a fitting
analysis of its spectral energy distribution (SED). Pho-
tometric data of VIKING (Edge et al. 2013) and ALL-
WISE (Cutri et al. 2014) are available for this object, as
well as HSC-SSP (see Figure 2 for images of all bands).
Because no entry of this object is in the VIKING DR3
source catalog likely due to its low S/N, we performed
aperture photometries on archive VIKING images of all
ZY JHKs-bands. The VIKING images are convolved
to match their PSF to one of Z-band, after sky back-
grounds are subtracted. The 2.′′5 aperture is used for
the object photometries. This aperture radius at the
object position encloses an equivalent flux of a i-band
image convolved to Z-band to the CModel i-band flux.
Therefore the 2.′′5 aperture photometries can measure a
total flux of the object. The errors in the photometries
are estimated from variations of aperture photometries
at object-free regions. Only in J-band, two archive im-
age frames are available for this object. We note that
two photometry results of these frames are significantly
different from each other. This large difference is likely
due to an effect from large-scale variations of sky back-
grounds on the low S/N images. Thus, we use a weighted
mean of the two photometries for the SED fitting anal-
ysis. Finally, we obtain 23.81 (0.03), 23.1 (0.4), 22.6
(0.5), > 22.4, and 22.4 (0.5) in ZY JHKs bands, re-
spectively. The parentheses represent 1σ errors. For a
non-detection in H-band, the 3σ limit is provided. In
ALLWISE, there are no entries in the catalog of both
bands of W1 and W2. Even in the images, the object is
not detected in both bands, after a possible contamina-
tion from an adjacent object is considered (a source at
the south-east from HSC J0839+0113 in Figure 2). We
thus put 3σ upper limits of 32 µJy and 43 µJy for W1
and W2, respectively.
SED fitting is performed with these optical-to-mid-
infrared photometries including upper limits using the
CIGALE SED fitting code (Burgarella et al. 2005;
Boquien et al. 2019). We basically follow a SED fit-
ting manner of Toba et al. (2019), who applied the
CIGALE SED fitting for HSC-selected radio galaxies,
but we use somewhat smaller steps of free parameters
than Toba et al. (2019) and do not include models of
infrared dust emission, radio synchrotron emission, and
AGN emission. In our SED fitting analysis, the star
formation history of two exponential decreasing star
formation with different e-folding times is assumed. A
stellar template of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) with an
initial mass function of Chabrier (2003) is adopted.
Dust attenuation is modeled by the dust extinction law
of Calzetti et al. (2000). The SED fitting with CIGALE
also handle fluxes with upper limits by introducing the
error functions for computing χ2 (see Boquien et al.
2019).
The best-fit SED model is presented in Figure 4.
The reduced χ2 of the best-fit is 0.46 with a degree
of freedom of 10. The bayesian-estimated stellar mass
is logM∗/M⊙ = 11.43
+0.22
−0.46, where the super/subscripts
are 1σ errors. The mass-weighted age is 230 (160) Myr.
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Figure 3. The GMOS spectrum of HSC J0839+0113. The redshifted Lyα to z = 4.723 is shown at 6957 A˚ in the observed-
frame (black arrow). Lyα break is also detected at the bluer part than the Lyα line. The full spectrum (blue thin line) and the
enlarged spectrum around the Lyα emission line (blue thick line) are shown. A noise spectrum (gray line) serves as a guide to
the expected noise. The wavelength regime strongly affected by sky lines are shaded. The missing data points are due to CCD
gaps.
Figure 4. The SED of HSC J0839+0113 and its best
fit models. The plotted data are photometries of grizy
(HSC), ZY JHKs (VIKING), and W 1W 2 (WISE). The cir-
cles and triangles denote detections with 1σ error bars and
non-detection (3σ upper limits), respectively.
We cross-checked the stellar mass with that estimated
with the Mizuki SED template-fitting code (Tanaka
2015), where the Mizuki fitting was performed for all the
photometry data of this object. The estimated stellar
mass is 11.66+0.24
−0.26. The Mizuki result is consistent with
that of CIGALE within the 1σ errors. We do not pro-
vide the star formation rate (SFR) from this SED fitting
analysis because the SFR is not constrained due to the
less number of photometry data in the observed-frame
infrared wavelength. The results are further discussed
in Section 4.2.
4. DISCUSSION: THE NATURE OF HSC
J0839+0113
4.1. Radio Properties
HSC J0839+0113 was selected from Lyman break
galaxies (LBGs) with a radio detection of FIRST. Be-
cause any criteria on a radio spectral index are not
imposed to the selection, discussing its radio prop-
Table 1. Properties of HSC J083913.17 + 011308.1
R.A, Decl. (J2000) 08h39′13.′′17, +01◦13′08.′′1
Redshift 4.723 (0.001)
rAB, iAB, 25.66 (0.18), 23.89 (0.03)
zAB, yAB 23.45 (0.04), 23.23 (0.06)
ZAB, YAB, JAB 23.81 (0.03), 23.1 (0.4), 22.6 (0.5)
HAB, KsAB > 22.4
a, 22.4 (0.5)
FIRST S1.4GHz 7.17 (0.14) mJy
GMRT S325MHz 36.8 (2.0) mJy
TGSS S150MHz 54.5 (6.6) mJy
L1.4GHz 1.63 (0.03) ×10
27 W Hz−1
L325MHz 8.38 (0.46) ×10
27 W Hz−1
L150MHz 12.4 (1.5) ×10
27 W Hz−1
α3251400 −1.12 (0.02)
α1501400 −0.91 (0.02)
Lyα flux 4.3 (0.4) ×10−17 erg s−1 cm−2
Lyα luminosity 9.80 (0.10) ×1042 erg s−1
Lyα FWHM 660 (90) km s−1
Lyα EWrest 9.1 (1.6) A˚
logM∗/M⊙
b 11.43 (+0.22−0.46)
Note—1σ errors are shown in parentheses.
a3σ upper limit.
bThe stellar mass is derived from SED fitting.
erties is relevant. Radio photometric data of HSC
J0839+0113 are available in the FIRST 1.4 GHz catalog
(Helfand et al. 2015), the 325 MHz GMRT survey cata-
log in the Herschel-ATLAS/GAMA field (Mauch et al.
2013), and the 150 MHz GMRT TGSS Alternative Data
Release (Intema et al. 2017).
The spectral indices α (Sν ∝ ν
α) are calculated to be
α1501400 = −0.91 (0.02) between 150 MHz and 1.4 GHz,
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and α3251400 = −1.12 (0.02) between 325 MHz and 1.4
GHz, respectively. Alternative spectral index of α1501400 is
−0.84 in the spectral index catalog by de Gasperin et al.
(2018) who re-processed the TGSS and NVSS images.
These indices do not meet the criterion defining ultra-
steep spectral index, α < −1.3 (De Breuck et al. 2000a;
Saxena et al. 2018a).
In Figure 5, the spectral index between 325 MHz
and 1.4 GHz is shown as a function of redshift to-
gether with other known HzRGs. The spectral indices
of the other RGs and HzRGs are taken from litera-
ture: 3CR (Spinrad et al. 1985), the HzRG sample at
z > 2 (Miley & De Breuck 2008), the z = 4.88 non-
USS HzRG with α = −0.75 (Jarvis et al. 2009), and
the five recently discovered HzRGs at z > 4 (α of from
−1.34 to −1.64, Saxena et al. 2019). The spectral in-
dices of the literature samples are calculated between
WENSS 325 MHz (Rengelink et al. 1997) and NVSS
1.4 GHz (Condon et al. 1998) or between TEXAS 365
MHz (Douglas et al. 1996) and NVSS 1.4 GHz except
for Saxena’s HzRGs. The spectral indices for z > 4
Saxena’s HzRGs are calculated between VLA 370 MHz
and 1.4 GHz (Saxena et al. 2018a) except for the most
distant known HzRG at z = 5.72 (TGSS J1530+1049)
with a spectral index of −1.4 between TGSS 150 MHz
and VLA 1.4 GHz (Saxena et al. 2018b). We can see
the α− z correlation at all the redshift range. At z > 4,
z = 4.88 HzRG (J163912.11+405236.5) shows the flat-
test spectral index. This object has been discovered
out of faint mid-infrared sources with a FIRST detec-
tion in the Spitzer-SWIRE deep field, not by using the
USS technique (Jarvis et al. 2009). This is an evident
example illustrating non-USS HzRGs at z > 4. VLA
J1236421+621331, another non-USS HzRG at z = 4.42
(Waddington et al. 1999), is not plotted here because
the low frequency photometry data is not available.
HSC J0839+0113 is located below the α = −1.3 se-
lection line (the dotted line in Figure 5), following the
z = 4.88 HzRG at z > 4. HSC J0839+0113 would
be never discovered by using the USS technique. This
discovery of the non-USS HzRG at z ∼ 5, along with
the previously reported non-USS HzRGs at z ∼ 4 − 5
(Waddington et al. 1999; Jarvis et al. 2009), suggests
that a subset of HzRGs are missed in many USS-based
surveys.
The rest-frame radio luminosities of HSC J0839+0113
are logL1.4GHz of 27.2 W Hz
−1 and logL150MHz of
28.1 W Hz−1, assuming a mean spectral index, α =
−1.0, between α3251400 and α
150
1400. Owing to the relatively
flat spectrum, the radio luminosities at low frequency is
one order of magnitude smaller than those of the previ-
ously reported USS-selected HzRGs at z ∼ 4 – 5, and
is a factor of 2–4 smaller than those of the recently re-
ported USS-selected HzRGs at z ∼ 4 – 5 (Saxena et al.
2019).
4.2. Host galaxy
Figure 5. Radio spectral index (α; Sν ∝ ν
α) as
a function of redshift of RGs. The red star indicates
the HSC J0839+0113 in this paper. The known RGs
taken from literature are also plotted: 3CR (green circles,
Spinrad et al. 1985), the HzRG sample at z > 2 (blue
squares, Miley & De Breuck 2008), the z = 4.88 non-USS
HzRG (purple pentagon, Jarvis et al. 2009), and the five
recently discovered HzRGs at z > 4 (orange diamonds,
Saxena et al. 2019). The commonly used criterion of α for
USS selection is represented by a dotted line.
HzRGs are often involved with massive hosts (>
1011M⊙, Seymour et al. 2007; De Breuck et al. 2010).
We can examine whether HSC J0839+0113 that was
selected among LBGs follows the trend or not, us-
ing the SED fitting result. The obtained stellar mass
of HSC J0839+0113 is logM∗/M⊙ = 11.4 and is as
massive as other known HzRGs (Seymour et al. 2007;
De Breuck et al. 2010). This massive stellar mass of the
host galaxy is supported from a fact that the apparent
Ks magnitude of 20.6 Vega mag well follows the K − z
correlation for HzRGs, where the correlation is estab-
lished because of the characteristic massive stellar mass
of known HzRGs (e.g., Rocca-Volmerange et al. 2004).
HSC J0839+0113, which is a LBG with a radio-AGN,
is one of the most massive galaxies among z ∼ 5 LBGs,
which typically have logM∗/M⊙ = 8 − 11 (Yabe et al.
2009). Such a large stellar mass at z = 4.72 (at an age
of the universe of 1.2 Gyr) suggests that the stellar mass
had been rapidly built up through intense star forma-
tion. Since HSC J0839+0113 is already very massive at
the observed redshift, the star formation should either
have been quenched by now or be quenched shortly, and
then this HzRG could evolve into a giant elliptical galaxy
seen at the present day.
4.3. Lyα Emission
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The measured Lyα line flux and luminosity of HSC
J0839+0113 are 4.3×10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 and 9.8×1042
erg s−1, respectively. The underlying continuum is es-
timated from the continuum of 7000–7300 A˚ in the
spectrum, assuming a flat continuum. Lyα emis-
sion is not corrected for extinction. The Lyα lumi-
nosity is consistent with those of other z ∼ 4 − 5
HzRGs (van Breugel et al. 1999; Jarvis et al. 2009;
Kopylov et al. 2006; Saxena et al. 2019). The Lyα
FWHM is derived with a single Gaussian fitting and
is corrected for the instrumental broadening effect. The
derived FWHM is 660 km s−1. The FWHM is smaller
than those of the known HzRGs at z > 2, which have
typically > 1000 km s−1. This narrow FWHM of Lyα
could suggest that a dominant ionization source of Lyα
of HSC J0839+0113 is neither a broad emission line
AGN nor jet-induced shock but star formation or a
weak AGN. Saxena et al. (2019) argue that the domi-
nant source of faint HzRGs with low Lyα luminosities
(∼ 1043 erg s−1) and narrow FWHMs (< 600 km s−1)
at z > 4 could be star formation or a weak AGN by
compared with Lyman alpha emitters. Our result is not
inconsistent with that.
Equivalent width EWrest of Lyα at the rest-frame
is calculated to be 9 (1.6) A˚ from the obtained spec-
trum. The EWrest of HSC J0839+0113 is much smaller
than those of the known HzRGs. The known HzRGs
at 2 < z < 4 show large EWrest of up to ∼700 A˚. For
almost all of the HzRGs at z > 4, continua are not de-
tected and the upper limits of EWrest are measured to be
> 40−180 A˚ (De Breuck et al. 2000b; Waddington et al.
1999; Saxena et al. 2018b). The small EWrest of HSC
J0839+0113 is probably due to a mixture of its ioniza-
tion source and optical brightness. UV emission lines of
HzRGs are generally explained by photoionization by a
powerful AGN and additionally jet-induced shock (e.g.,
De Breuck et al. 2000b). As discussed above, however,
in HSC J0839+0113 the contributions from a power-
ful AGN or shock must be insignificant. The different
ionization source in HSC J0839+0113, therefore, could
result in the weak Lyα emission. In addition to the ion-
ization source, the relative bright optical continuum of
HSC J0839+0113 (zAB = 23.5) also likely causes the
small EWrest. The rest-frame UV continuum emission
of HSC J0839+0113 is detected both in HSC and the
Gemini spectroscopy, while z > 4 HzRGs are not de-
tected (> 23 mag).
A small EWrest is observed as the Lyα deficiency in
luminous LBGs (Ando et al. 2006) and is attributed to a
dusty absorption in a star-forming galaxy. The obtained
small EWrest and the relatively optical brightness indi-
cate its dusty system associated with HSC J0839+0113.
This is consistent with the migration on the riz diagram
in Figure 1 from the model colors of a z ∼ 4.7 LBG to
redder colors which suggests this dusty system. The col-
ors of HSC J0839+0113 cannot be explained by galaxy
models with low metallicity, although a low metallic-
ity galaxy at z ∼ 5.2 could have a similar color to
that of HSC J0839+0113. These results support the
abundant dust contents in HSC J0839+0113 and sug-
gest the chemically evolved host. Submillimeter con-
tinua are detected in approximately half of HzRGs at
2.5 < z < 4 (Reuland et al. 2004), indicating the pres-
ence of dust. Only two z > 4 HzRGs (TN J1338-1942 at
z = 4.11 and TN J0924-2201 at z = 5.19) were observed
with (sub)millimeter telescopes and their continua were
detected (De Breuck et al. 2004; Falkendal et al. 2019).
Although these two cases suggest the presence of cold
dust there despite their large Lyα EWrest of 200 A˚ and
> 180 A˚ respectively, however, their Lyα emission are
likely powered by a broad emission line AGN or jet-
induced shock because of their large Lyα velocity widths
of 1000 km s−1 and 1500 km s−1.
5. SUMMARY
This paper reports the discovery of HSC J0839+0113,
a z = 4.72 HzRG, in the on-going program to search for
HzRGs as part of the Wide and Deep Exploration of Ra-
dio Galaxies with Subaru HSC (WERGS) project. HSC
J0839+0113 was selected as a HzRG candidate from the
HSC data using the Lyman break technique. The red-
shift was determined with Lyα emission line in the ob-
tained Gemini/GMOS spectrum. From the analyses of
the GMOS spectrum and photometric data, we found:
• By the SED fitting with the rest-frame UV-optical
photometries, the massive stellar mass of the host
galaxy was estimated to be logM∗/M⊙ = 11.4 and
is consistent with other known HzRGs but marks
one of the most massive galaxies among LBGs at
z = 5.
• The Lyα line luminosity and FWHM are similar to
those of other known z ∼ 4− 5 HzRGs. The small
EWrest of HSC J0839+0113 is much different from
HzRGs at 2 < z < 4 but consistent with the Lyα
deficiency in luminous LBGs, suggesting a dusty
host galaxy of HSC J0839+0113. The rest-frame
UV colors seen on the riz color-color diagram is
redder than those of the z ∼ 5 LBGmodel and also
supports the dusty and chemically evolved host
galaxy.
• HSC J0839+0113 has the relatively flat radio spec-
tral index α3251400 of −1.1 and thus does not belong
to USS HzRGs.
The discovery of HSC J0839+0113 demonstrates the
ability of HSC-SSP to find HzRGs without a radio spec-
tral index. A HzRG sample established based on HSC-
SSP compensates for a sub-population of HzRGs which
are missed in USS selection surveys. Because the HzRG
was found out of the pilot selection sample in the early
release data of HSC-SSP, the full dataset of HSC-SSP
covering 1400 deg2 has a potential for finding much more
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HzRGs at z > 3, at which known HzRGs are poor
in numbers. HzRGs in our survey will provide a new
knowledge on the formation and evolution of massive
galaxies and radio-AGNs at the early Universe.
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